COVID the Science Summary: Bruce 9/3/2020
Here is a summary of some of the many data issues that can be openly researched
to their sources. Primary sources are the CDC/NCHS, the Johns Hopkins COVID
“Sick Map”, and Reuters news service.
1. Compare death rates from COVID per 100,000 population, this level’s the
population size factor of big states vs small states making comparisons
across populations more realistic. Democrat run States have COVID death
RATES much higher, often 2-3 times or more high than Republican States. A
REAL Disease does NOT discriminate by party!
2. The CDC on 8/26/2020 released an analysis of Death data from COVID and
found that COVID alone accounted for ONLY 6% of all reported COVID
deaths, in 94% of cases they identified pre-existing conditions which are
co-morbidities and those are critical to the death of the patient, they
focused on 2.6 cases of comorbidity per person on average. Those include
lung disease, diabetes, obesity, heart problems, neurological issues etc.
What this means is that instead of 180,000 deaths from COVID ALONE the
real number is more like 10,000!
3. Death rates for COVID in the USA started at about 14%, then 12% and now
show about 3% depending on the population’s age, the reality is that ALL
COVID deaths are about 6% OF 3%.
4. What has stood out through this phony pandemic are those children
getting COVID, but their deaths are extremely rare (a few dozen in the
whole country). This is simply because they are young and generally do
NOT have comorbidities, until they are much older, again, indicating that
the underlying conditions, but not just age, ARE the primary cause of
deaths!
5. Reuters shows “cumulative deaths and infection rates” in their charts. This
is dishonest, because a cumulative chart of any kind ALWAYS goes up until
there are Zero cases, then it stops. This continues until a disease is
permanently eradicated, which in reality never happens.
6. NATIONWIDE rates of infection and deaths peaked in MAY in the USA with
a minor rise in July and have fallen since then, the big picture is far more
important than local effects.
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7. Population immunity is achieved when a certain percentage of the
population have had the disease, and survived. That interaction with an
individual modifies and mutates ANY disease, but on average reduces its
actual population lethality with some rare exceptions.
8. COVID as a virus is part of the Coronavirus family which includes the
common cold viruses, and it is not even a flu virus. China released this virus
and their state Communist Party is the primary sponsors of the WHO that
are recommending mitigation steps for the USA. All “medical news”
associated with COVID comes from the WHO and is spread through a
handful of news networks.
9. The wide variety of symptoms reported are an artifact of the underlying
medical condition of the patient, thus people with compromised lungs have
trouble breathing, others have different symptoms but they are ALL based
on their underlying medical problems.
10. Many hundreds of thousands of Americans die each year from other
diseases, and deaths from COVID are a fraction of a fraction of those
numbers, in other words, COVID has been embedded in the overall death
rates AND made to LOOK like it is a pandemic.
11. The use of isolation and masks provides no protection from a virus. No
mask made can stop the travel of a virus embedded in a bacterium. Physical
isolation also reduces disease resistance, both are currently being used
nationwide in a political attempt to disrupt America and create an
economic depression rather than cure a minor disease.
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